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Abstract 
Let F be a perfect field of characteristic p and let G be an arbitrary abelian p-group. The 
normalized units of the group algebra F(G) are denoted by V(G). The proposition that G is 
a direct factor of V(G) is a long-standing question, which we call the Direct Factor Problem. It 
is known that the Direct Factor Problem has an affirmative solution provided that V(G)/G is 
simply presented. In this paper, we prove that V(G)/G has a v-basis. It has recently been shown 
for an abelian p-group of cardinality not exceeding K1 that having a v-basis implies the group is 
simply presented, but for larger groups this implication is unresolved. 
1. Introduction 
Throughout, G denotes a multiplicatively written abelian p-group and F a perfect 
field of characteristic p. Later we shall impose cardinality restrictions on both F and 
G; namely, 1 F ( and 1 G 1 are not to exceed K1 for some applications. Without serious 
violation of the spirit of this note, one can actually assume from the outset that the 
field F is finite or, for that matter, even Z/pZ. On the other hand, in contrast for 
example to [ 121, the main interest here is when the group G is infinite. Our focus is on 
the group algebra F(G) and more particularly on its group of units U(G). The 
subgroup of U(G) consisting of those units having augmentation 1 (which are often 
called normalized units) is denoted by V(G); the augmentation of an element Ccigi in 
F(G) is simply the scalar c = Cci. 
The literature dealing with modular, as well as nonmodular, group algebras and 
their units, in particular, is rather extensive. Rather than attempting a complete 
bibliography here, we merely refer to [7] and [8] and to the references in those 
publications. It is well known and quite elementary that U(G) = V(G) x F *, the direct 
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product of V(G) and the multiplication group of the field F. This essentially reduces 
the study of the units of the group algebra to the study of V(G). In contrast to the 
preceding natural factorization, it is an open question, under the existing hypothesis 
on F and G, as to whether G is always a direct factor of V(G); see, for example, [S]. 
However, May [9-111 and others (see, for example, [l], [6], and [13]) have estab- 
lished that G is a direct factor of V(G) in various circumstances. One of the most 
general results in this regard is captured by the following theorem; see [11] and [6]. 
Recall that a group G is simply presented if it can be presented with generators and 
relations where each relation involves at most two generators. The following are all 
equivalent for an abelian p-group [2]. 
(i) G is simply presented. 
(ii) G is totally projective. 
(iii) G satisfies Axiom 3. 
(iv) G is balanced projective. 
Furthermore, a simply presented p-group is determined by its Ulm invariants [3]. 
Theorem 1 (May, Hill and Ullery). Suppose that F is a perfect jield of characteristic 
p and that G is an abelian p-group. If 1 G 1 < K1, then V(G)/G is simply presented. 
There is a close connection with the conclusion of the preceding theorem and the 
direct factor conjecture. 
Direct Factor Conjecture. If F is a perfect field of characteristic p and G is an abelian 
p-group, then G is a direct factor of V(G). 
Since G is always balanced in V(G) ([l l] or [6]) an d since a simply presented group 
is a balanced projective, the conclusion of Theorem 1 yields an immediate affirmation 
of the Direct Factor Conjecture. Thus, if we could remove the restriction that 
1 G 1 I K, from the theorem, the conjecture would be settled. While we are not able in 
this paper to remove the cardinality restriction on G in Theorem 1, we are in fact able 
to prove, for arbitrary G, that V(G)/G has a v-basis. It is an open question as to 
whether having a v-basis implies that an abelian p-group A is simply presented, but it 
is known [IS] that this is true if 1 A 1 < HI. 
2. Abelian p-groups with v-bases 
The concept of a v-basis for an abelian p-group G was introduced in [S]; our 
version here is only a trivial modification translated to the multiplicative notation. 
Before introducing this idea, however, we need a few preliminaries. For a (multipli- 
catively written) abelian p-group, we define G”, for each ordinal a, inductively as 
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follows. 
G’ = {xpIx E G), 
G a+1 = {xPIx~Ga}, 
GP = n G” if fi is a limit. 
a<P 
Naturally, we let Go = G, and we set G m = fl G” where CI ranges over all the ordinals. 
The height of x in G is CC if x E Gm; otherwise, the height of x is c( where x E GalGail. 
We use 1 x 1 to denote the height of x; only when required for clarity, we write (x lG to 
indicate in which group G the height of x is computed. A subgroup H of the abelian 
p-group G is isotype if H n G” = H” for all c(, whereas, H is nice if (G/H)” = HG’/H. If 
H is both isotype and nice, then H is said to be balanced in G. As we mentioned in the 
Introduction, G is always a balanced subgroup of V(G). 
Definition 2. A multiplicative abelian p-group has a v-basis B = UBn provided: 
(a) B1 is a complete set of representatives of G” mod G”+’ whenever G” # G”+ ‘, 
and B, = G”. 
(b) Each x E G can be written as x = bib,. . , b,, 
A(l) < 42) < ‘. < A(n). 
The expression for x given in (b) is called the representation 
v-basis B). 
where bi E B,(,, with 
of x (with respect to the 
The following are some of the basic facts about v-bases; detailed proofs appear in 
(1) The representation of the element x given in Definition 2(b) is unique (except for 
redundant l’s). 
(2) If G is the weak direct product ( = coproduct) of groups Gi that have v-bases, 
then G has a v-basis. 
(3) If G is a cyclic group (and hence according to (2) if G is the weak direct product 
of cyclic groups), G has a v-basis. 
(4) If both Ga and G/G” have v-bases, then G has a v-basis. 
(5) If G is simply presented, G has a v-basis. 
(6) The converse of (5) holds if 1 G 1 5 K,. 
The preceding statement (6) is essential for the results obtained herein. We, there- 
fore, state this fact more formally and provide an outline of its proof. 
Theorem 3 (Hill [S]). Zf G is an abelian p-group that has a v-basis and ifthe cardinality 
of G does not exceed K1, then G is simply presented. 
Proof (outline). First, when G has a v-basis, we can introduce the notion of a secure 
subgroup H of G. Let G have a v-basis B = UB, (satisfying the conditions (a) and (b) 
of Definition 2). A subgroup H of G is said to be secure (relative to the v-basis B) if the 
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representation 
h = b,bz ... b, 
of every element h E H requires that each factor bi also belongs to H. The following are 
the relevant facts about secure subgroups H of G, relative to a fixed basis B = UB,; 
proofs of these basic facts are suppressed here but appear in [S]. 
(i) Any secure subgroup H of G is nice in G, that is, (G/H)” = G’H/H for all CI. 
(ii) Security is inductive: the union of a chain of secure subgroups Hi of G is again 
a secure subgroup of G. 
(iii) Any countable subgroup A of G is contained in a countable secure subgroup 
B of G. 
Since 1 G 1 5 K, and since any countable abelian p-group is simply presented, we 
may assume that 1 G 1 = K1. Conditions (ii) and (iii) imply the existence of a smooth 
chain, indexed by the countable ordinals, 
1 = H,EH~E ... EH,E ... EG= UHa 
of countable, secure subgroups H, of G. The essential property of smoothness, which 
means that HP = UaiP H, when fi is a limit ordinal, is provided by (ii). Note that being 
nice is not inductive, so having a chain of secure subgroups (as opposed to the more 
general nice subgroups) is needed to obtain the important feature of smoothness. 
However, condition (i) guarantees that the chain of secure subgroup H, is indeed 
a chain of nice subgroups, so we in fact do have a smooth chain of countable, nice 
subgroups H, beginning with 1 and leading up to G (as a limit). It is well known that 
the existence of such a chain implies that G satisfies Axiom 3 [4]. But Axiom 3 is 
equivalent to G being simply presented [2], and the theorem is proved. q 
3. The construction of a v-basis for V(G)/G 
Since F is perfect, all scalars have pth roots. Hence, as is well known, 
V(G)” = V(G”). Moreover, if CI = Ccigi is any element of the group algebra F(G), then 
ap = Ccpgp. Since G is a (torsion) p-group, 
for a suitable positive integer ~1. Hence, c1 is a unit if and only if aug(cc) = Cci # 0. 
Therefore, a is a normalized unit, that is c( E V(G), if and only if Cci = 1. 
We will use freely without further comment, the fact that G is balanced in V(G) as 
well as some immediate consequences of this. For example, (V(G)/GY = 
GV(G)“/G = GV(G”)/G. 
Theorem 4. Let F be a perfectjeld of characteristic p and G an abelian p-group. Then 
V(G)/G, the normalized units of the group algebra modulo G, has a v-basis. 
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Proof. For each ordinal ;1 for which (V(G)/G)” # (V(G)/G)““, we need to find 
a complete set of representatives BA of (V(G)/G)” mod (V(G)/G)“+ ’ such that for each 
CI E V(G), we can write 
aG = blbz ... b,, 
where bi E B,(i) and n(l) < 42) < ... < n(n). We automatically take 
B, = (V(G)/G)” = G V(G “)/G, as required for a v-basis. 
Suppose A is a relevant ordinal, that is, suppose that (V(G)/G)” # (V(G)/G)“+ ‘; 
incidentally, it is easy to show that this is the case if and only if G’ # G”+ ‘. An element 
y in V(G”) will be called I-basic if y can be written as 
Y = cO + CBiSi, 
where co # 0 is in F, Bi is an element of the group algebra F(G ‘+ ‘) for each i (but is not 
necessarily a unit), and the gi’s, together with 1, are independent mod G”“. (Accord- 
ing to custom, co actually stands for c,l, where 1 is the identity of G.) Let SA denote the 
set of all A-basic elements of V(G”), 
Sk = {E E V(G”) ( (x is l-basic}. 
As usual, if CI E F(G), let supp(a) be the set of gi’s that appear in a = CCigi (with 
ci # 0). More precisely, if we consider IX a function from G to F, then supp(a) is simply 
the (finite) support of the function CI. Observe that y E V(G”) is i-basic if and only if 
supp(y)r)G . I+’ = 1 Also observe that 1 supp(cr)l = 1 supp(ccg) 1 whenever g E G, so 
1 supp(~G) 1 = 1 supp(a) I is well defined for the coset aG in V(G)/G, where IS I denotes 
the number of elements in S. Finally, observe that if y and y’ are A-basic, then y’ = pi is 
impossible whenever /I E V(G”+‘) and B # 1 because supp(/?y)n G”+’ = supp(fi). 
This means that two distinct A-basic elements remain distinct mod V(G”+‘). We want 
to use the i-basic elements to find a set of representatives of 
(V(G)/G)” mod V(G)/G)“’ ‘, but there is a small problem with redundancies. To see 
this, observe that 
(~(G)IG)“I(~(G)/G)“+’ = (GV(G”)/G)/(GI’(G”+‘)/G) z GI’(G”)/GI’(G”+‘). 
While, as we have just observed, two distinct A-basic elements remain distinct 
mod V(G”’ ‘), they may be equal mod G V(G If ‘). Therefore, we let RA c Sn be a set of 
representatives for the (distinct) cosets {yGV(G”+ ‘)I y ES*). In other words, when 
there are two or more y’s in Si that yield the same coset, choose only one for inclusion 
in RA. Set BA = {yG I y E R,}. By choice of R A^, if y and y’ are distinct in R1, then 
bl = yG and b; = y’G are distinct mod (V(G)/G)“+’ = GV(G’“‘)/G. Note that BA is 
a subset of (V(G)/G)‘, and distinct elements of B2 are in distinct cosets of (V(G)/G)“’ ‘. 
We claim that each coset is represented by an element of BA, and therefore BA is 
a complete set of representatives. First, note that l( V(G)/G)‘“’ is represented because 
we can take y = co + CBigi where co = 1 and ai = 0 (or something from the same 
coset in RJ. Now, choose aG E (V(G)/G)“\(V(G)/(G)“+‘. Clearly, we may take a in 
V(G”). Write CI = CCiXi where Xi E G” and ci E F. Collecting the xi’s that are equal 
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mod G”+ ‘. we can write 
a = Bog0 + PlSl + ..’ + PnSn> 
where gi = Xk(i) for some k(i) and pi = CjcjXjXk(i: E F(G’+‘), the summation being 
over all thosej’s for which xjG*+i = xk(i,G~“. Note that Bi is an element of the group 
algebra F(G”+‘), b u IS not necessarily a unit. Since c( E V(G), aug(a) = 1. Therefore, t. 
aug(/?i) # 0 for some i. Without loss of generality, aug(&) # 0; otherwise we simply 
rearrange the terms. For convenience of notation, set c0 = aug&). Observe that 
(l/cO)/?OgO is a unit; indeed ((l/~~)fl~g~)~” = 1 for some positive integer n. Hence, 
(llc,)Boso E I’(G “). 
If we let 
a’ = co + ((w0)P0)-‘P1s1s0’ + ... + ((woMo)-lPnSng~l~ 
we see that the gigi” s, together with 1, are distinct mod G”’ because we have 
already collected the xi)s that are equal mod G”+‘. Hence, a’ is A-basic and therefore 
belongs to Sn. Since a = ~‘(l/c,)~OgO and since (l/co)/30 E V(G”“), we conclude that 
aG and a’G are the same mod (V(G)/G)“+‘. But a’GV(G”+l) = yGV(G’+‘) for some 
y E RA since a’ E Sn. Therefore, the coset aG( V(G)/G)” is represented by bl = yG E BA, 
and Bn is a complete set of representatives of (V(G)/G)” mod (V(G)/G)“+ ‘. 
Even though Bn is a complete set of representatives of (V(G)/G)” mod (V(G)/G)“+‘, 
it remains to prove that B = u B, is a v-basis of V(G)/G. We need to show that 
condition (b) of Definition 2 is satisfied. Thus we need to prove that for any aG in 
V(G)/G, we can write aG = blbz ... b, where bi E B~(i, and L(l) < 42) < ... < A(n). 
If ctG E (V(G)/G)“” = GV(G “)/G, we may assume that a E G”. In this case, aG = bl 
where bl E Bnclj with /2( 1) = cc , and we are finished. Thus, suppose 1 aG 1 = A # cc . 
We know that aG c(V(G)/G)” but aG$(V(G)/G)“+‘. Moreover, we can choose 
CI E V(G’) since (V(G)/G)” = GV(G”)/G. From what has gone before, we know that aG 
is represented by some bl = yG (y E R,J mod (V(G)/G)“+’ = GV(G”+l)/G. Therefore, 
KG = b,(BG), where bl E Bn and ,8 E V(G”“). If /?G = 1 in V(G)/G, we have the 
desired result. Assume PG # 1, so fl $G. For some g E G, we know that ag = y/3. Since 
b E V(G”+‘) and since y = co + plgl + p2g2 + ... + Pngn is R-basic and y # 1 and 
since the gi)s, together with 1, are distinct mod G”+‘, it follows from the equation 
YP = COB + (PPdSl + mL)sz + ... + UmSn 
that supp(~P) = supp(P) u Vi_ supp(ppigi) . In particular, we have that 
lsupp(a)l = lsuPP(V)I = IsuPP(YB)l ’ Isupp(P)l. 
The proof that B = U BA is a v-basis for V(G)/G is now accomplished by induction 
on ( supp(ctG)) = I supp(a)(, for upon setting A( 1) = ;1, we have, for an arbitrary ctG, the 
equation cxG = b,(PG) where PG = 1 or where PG E (V(G)/G)“+’ and where 
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Isupp(/IG)I < Isupp(ctG)I. Hence, by induction on Isupp(clG)I, we can write BG as 
PG = b2.b3 ... b,, 
where bi E B,(i, and A(2) < /z (3) < ... < A(n). But A(2) 2 1 + 1 and /2(l) = 1. Since 
bl E BACI, and 
aG = bIb2 ... b,, 
B = l,_jBA is a v-basis for V(G)/G. 0 
Using Theorem 4, we can give short proof, at least in case F is not too large, of the 
May-Hill-Ullery Theorem cited above (Theorem l), which we state as follows. 
Corollary 5 [6]. Let F be a perfect field of characteristic p and let G be an abelian 
p-group. If both F and G have cordinality not exceeding K1, then G is a direct factor of 
V(G) and the complementary factor is simply presented (and therefore determined by its 
Ulm invariants). 
Proof. Under the hypotheses, V(G)/G is an abelian p-group having cardinality not 
exceeding K1 . By Theorem 4, V(G)/G has a v-basis. By Theorem 3, V(G)/G is simply 
presented. Since G is balanced in V(G) and since V(G)/G is balanced projective 
(by virtue of being simply presented), G is a direct factor of V(G) and 
V(G) z G x V(G)/G. 0 
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